P&F Meeting
Thursday 21st February
6.30pm

Apologies – Kirsty Newman, Shandell Parkinson, Lani Patrick

Previous Minutes – read by Belinda M.  1st Belinda M
                                           2nd Belinda C

Business Arising

Bunnings are currently asking for applications for BBQs in 2013
John agreed to have his email added to the Bunnings ‘cancellation list’
We must inform Bunnings of what we are fundraising for.

John has agreed to gather quotes and get the ball rolling to replace the blinds in the
kindy room

Drain infront of canteen almost completed. Ivan Chapman to return at a later date.

Mel Bowman book sales stagnant, re advertise this in the newsletter/notice board
Possibility of inviting Mrs Bowman as a guest speaker at book Week.

Canteen percentile discussed. Previously 50% of canteen profits to be handed to
School. John believes 100% of profits remain with the P&F. John to approach P&F
should the school need financial assistance.

Jess Stensholms day out – yet to happen, may need to give the voucher and allow her
to enjoy the day in her own time.

General Business
Make minutes available prior to meetings in order to cut meeting time down.
An agenda to be put forward in the newsletter as an encouragement to involve more
parents
Working Bee needed, perhaps add a few items in need of attention to the newsletter.
This may encourage ‘handypersons’ from within the school community to complete
some minor jobs around the school.

Disco/Family BBQ set for 5th of April

Next meeting to be moved to an Wednesday night and a new time of 6pm, may be
more inviting to more parents

Canteen Committee- to be discussed at AGM. Gentle reminders may be added to the
newsletter prior.
Fundraising
‘Stuck on You’ campaign off to a slow start. Links to our fundraiser are being added to the Schools web site.

Term1
Easter Raffle- donations requested, drawn 27th March

Term2
Mothers Day Stall- order half of items from the Friends of the Carmelites and the remainder from other sources. Have 2 ‘stall days’ to lighten Amandas load, hopefully the 7th and 9th of May.

Run a ‘sock it to you’ campaign in time for winter.

Term3
Pie Drive Booked – delivery 1st of August.

A suggestion of a Trivia Night- maybe Term 2

An informal P&F afternoon tea set for 14th of March

Treasurers Report – see attached
John to be added to banking details
John to investigate a less time consuming approach to adding him as a signatory.

Principals Report – see attached

Next Meeting – AGM 20th March 2013 6pm

Meeting Closed – 8.15pm